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       Amnesty is not the answer as it will only encourage more illegal
immigrants to enter. 
~Timothy Murphy

Our border patrol does a great job under these very dangerous
conditions. They use very sophisticated equipment, including gamma
rays, to detect drugs and illegal immigrants as they enter the U.S. 
~Timothy Murphy

The technology used to detect if vehicles are carrying radioactive
material is so sensitive it can tell if a person recently received radiation
as part of a medical procedure. 
~Timothy Murphy

The current medical records system is this: Room after room after room
in a hospital filled with paper files. 
~Timothy Murphy

Drug smugglers often use juveniles to carry their shipments into the
U.S. because they know the juveniles will not be prosecuted if caught. 
~Timothy Murphy

We must safely secure our border by investing in more law
enforcement and technology, and receiving cooperation from the
Mexican government. 
~Timothy Murphy

I am pleased that the President has signed an Executive Order this
week requiring federal agencies to disclose information about prices
and quality of healthcare services. 
~Timothy Murphy

A system of cameras and censors are used along the border and
interior to help detect the movement of illegal immigrants crossing
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through the dense brush. 
~Timothy Murphy

There needs to be more pressure on the Mexican government to stop
the drugs and illegal immigrants on their side of the border instead of
exporting them to the U.S. 
~Timothy Murphy

Since September 11, the U.S. has significantly improved its security to
prevent another attack. 
~Timothy Murphy
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